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About Thomas Foods International¹

Thomas Foods International is one of the largest processors of Meat in Australia, we process approximately 115,000 head per week in our 4 family owned plants located throughout Australia. Thomas Foods International USA manages sales & distribution out of our Lakeside Processing Facility in New Jersey. Over the past 30 years, our premium meats have become recognized as some of the world’s finest. Products and Services Includes: • Lamb, goat, mutton, grass fed beef, grain fed beef, wagyu beef, Angus Pure ABF beef & organic • Private labeling for your branded items • Sales support & marketing programs • Nationwide distribution • Lakeside processing facility: -Portioned control items: steaks, grinds, patties, cubes and chops -125,000 Square Foot Facility -Five production lines to ensure optimum shelf life -Grinding operation capable of 60,000 lbs. per shift

Company details

Website
http://www.thomasfoods.com

Headquarters
Palo Alto, CA

Company type
Privately Held

Company size
51-200 employees

Specialties
Food Processing, Foodservice Supplier, Retail Market Supplier, Cold Storage, Organic Products, Grass Fed Products, Lamb, Beef, and Halal

The water buffalo is an animal resource whose potential seems to have been barely recognized or examined outside of Asia. Throughout the world there are proponents and enthusiasts for the various breeds of cattle; the water buffalo, however, is not a cow and it has been neglected. Nevertheless, this symbol of Asian life and endurance has performed notably well in recent trials in such diverse places as the United States, Australia, Papua New Guinea, Trinidad, Costa Rica, Venezuela, and Brazil. In Italy and Egypt as well as Bulgaria and other Balkan states the water buffalo has been an important part of animal husbandry for centuries. In each of these places certain herds of water buffalo appear to have equalled or surpassed the local cattle in growth, environmental tolerance, health, and the production of meat and calves.

Although these are empirical observations lacking painstaking, detailed experimentation, they do seem to indicate that the water buffalo could become an important resource in tropical, subtropical, and warm temperate zones in developing and developed countries.

If this is the case, then it is clear that many countries should begin water buffalo research. Serious attention by scientists could help dispel the misperceptions and uncertainties surrounding the animal and encourage its true qualities to emerge.
The Indonesian Bureau of Logistics (Bulog) is promoting buffalo meat as an alternative to beef in an effort to keep prices down.

It is hoped that by importing buffalo meat, beef margins can be reduced and the price can be lowered in accordance with targets set by the government.

The country recently signed an agreement to import 80,000 tonnes of buffalo meat from India between now and the end of the year.

“We want to introduce the advantages of buffalo meat,” said Bulog chairman Djarot Kusumawatki.

He claimed that, in Jakarta, buffalo meat is much better than beef, and that consumers would not lose out if they switched.

He said he found it difficult to distinguish between the taste of buffalo meat and beef. According to him, both the meat textures were equally soft. “Even I found it difficult to distinguish between beef and buffalo meat,” said Djarot.

According to Minister Rini Soemarno, the low price of buffalo meat could also become an option for people with low incomes. “Buffalo meat could be an alternative to beef, because this meat costs almost half the price of local meat; the price of beef right now is Rp120,000 per kg, while buffalo meat is Rp65,000 per kilogram,” said Rini.

He added that imports of buffalo meat from India could also help to reduce the price of beef. “I look forward to the arrival of buffalo meat [as it] could depress the price of local beef, which is still above Rp100,000 per kg.”
India set to increase meat presence globally

By Ed Bedington
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India is poised to take a larger step on to the world stage when it comes to meat, delegates to the World Meat Congress were told.

The country is the largest bovine producer in the world, according to Nasser Ghulam Hamid Shaikh, vice-president of the Allana Group, referring to the country’s huge reserves of buffalo meat.

Allana Group is the largest producer of halal bovine meat in the world, he told the conference in Beijing, India was now exporting to 65 countries around the world, and with beef production declining around the world, there was increased scope for India to play a greater role, he said, adding that they were keen to put “China on that list” of countries.

Richard Brown, director with market analysts Gira, said India was an increasing presence on the export market, and was offering a low-cost alternative to traditional beef supplies for a number of markets.

The Indian buffalo population was showing strong growth, and with increased demand within the dairy sector, he said that more buffalo would be available for the meat sector. “Buffalo is referred to in India as black gold,” he said. “India is poised to emerge as the biggest producer and exporter of bovine meat in the years to come.”
Are these free range, grass-fed buffalo?

Mycoplasma bovis is our biggest concern. Do we need to “explain” Foot and Mouth disease to our customers as well?
Another issue cropping up is the proposed closure of tanneries in Uttar Pradesh from December 2018 to March 2019 on account of the Kumbh Mela at Allahabad. As raw hide export, a meat by-product, attracts heavy duty, it mostly goes to the tanneries.

“We should be allowed to export raw hide without duty as closure will rob us the income from raw hide,” Alavi said.

About four years ago, India had become the world’s top supplier of buffalo meat, overtaking Brazil, with the annual export touching over Rs 29,000 crore. The exports, however, fell to Rs 26,888 crore in 2015-16 and remained stagnant at around Rs 26,000 crore in the subsequent two years.
Background on water buffalo in South America

Water buffalo were introduced into the Amazon River basin in 1895. They are now extensively used there for meat and dairy production. In 2005, the buffalo herd in the Brazilian Amazon stood at roughly 1.6 million head, of which 460,000 were located in the lower Amazon floodplain. Breeds used include Mediterranean from Italy, Murrah and Jafarabadi from India, and Carabao from the Philippines.

During the 1970s, small herds were imported to Costa Rica, Ecuador, Cayenne, Panama, Surinam, Guyana, and Venezuela.
ABZ Agro woos Saudi investors for buffalo meat venture

By Eliot Beer
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Indian meat processing firm ABZ Agro is hunting for Saudi investors for a new buffalo meat production plant.

The firm gave a presentation to potential investors in Jeddah this month, outlining the project for the factory, based in Bihar, India. ABZ Agro estimates the minimum potential annual return on investment at 27%.

Buffalo meat from the facility would primarily be for export. Key markets for the meat include Vietnam, Malaysia, Thailand, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and UAE.

"ABZ Agro Foods Ltd. is a professionally managed company in New Delhi, with adequate experience and expertise in manufacture and export of frozen boneless buffalo meat with contacts in major meat markets of the world," said a statement from the company.